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Abstract: Hadoop, the most popular open source implementation of Map-Reduce, stores and processes large datasets in a distributed manner. It is better suited for offline batch processing. The popularity of Hadoop has grown in the last few years because it carries out analysis of data in a variety of formats, from unstructured data, to semi-structured data, such as logs, to structured data with a fixed schema. The Hadoop Ecosystem includes other tools to address particular needs like Hive and Pig. Hive is a SQL dialect and Pig is a dataflow language for that hide the tedium of creating Map-Reduce jobs behind higher-level abstractions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hadoop is simply the name of a stuffed toy elephant that belonged to the son of its creator “DOUG CUTTING”. Hadoop Ecosystem is an open-source integrated framework which stores and processes large datasets in a distributed manner. It is data warehouse solution which stores data in petabytes and carries out advanced analytics on the datasets. It is better suitable for offline batch processing. Its two major modules are Map-Reduce (for processing) paradigm and Hadoop Distributed File System (for storage). The Hadoop Ecosystem is a combination of Hadoop along with different tools such as Pig, Sqoop, and Hive that are used to help Hadoop modules.

II. HADOOP DISTRIBUTED FILE SYSTEM (HDFS)

HDFS is core component of Hadoop which is designed for storing very large files with streaming data access patterns. Streaming access means write once and read more. It is highly fault tolerant system and provide high throughput. It can be built out of commodity hardware. HDFS is not suitable in situations where lots of small files are there, low latency data access is required and multiple writes operations are required on files. HDFS contains mainly two types of nodes i.e. Name Node and Data Node as shown in Fig 1. Name node is the master of the system. It does not store the data. It is present on very expensive hardware like RAM for fast access. It maintains and manages the blocks which are present on the data nodes. Job tracker daemon runs on the name node. Data nodes are the slaves which are deployed on the commodity machines and provide the actual storage. They are responsible for serving read and write requests for the clients. Task tracker daemons run on the data nodes. HDFS client is an application used to interact with name node (job tracker) and data node (task tracker). Task tracker carries out the actual map-reduce operations. Hive, mySQL, other SQL, Pig and local file systems use HDFS for temporarily processing of their data. Figure 2 shows this concept.

Figure 1: Architecture of Hadoop Distributed File System
III. MAP-REDUCE

Map-Reduce is a parallel and distributive programming paradigm for processing bulk amount of heterogeneous and unstructured data on clusters of inexpensive and easily available hardware. Hadoop sends the map-reduce program to datasets stored on commodity hardware. Map-Reduce operations of Hadoop can be executed using various mechanisms. The conventional method uses Java map-reduce program for semi-structured, structured and unstructured data. The scripting method uses map-reduce for semi-structured and structured data using Pig. To process structured data using Hive map-reduce operations are implemented with the help of Hive QL (Hive Query Language). Figure 3 shows the functioning of map-reduce in Hadoop. Job client submits jobs to Hadoop. Job tracker co-ordinates jobs and task tracker executes job tasks. Step by step functioning of Map-Reduce in Hadoop is as below -

- Client submits jobs to Job Tracker.
- Job Tracker works as a master and talks to Name Node & creates exec plan of job.
- Job tracker submits work to Task Trackers.
- Task Trackers work as slaves and break jobs into map and reduce tasks.
- Task Trackers report progress via heartbeats.
- Job Tracker manages phases and updates status.

Figure 2: HDFS as Central File System

Figure 3: Functioning of Map-Reduce in Hadoop
Figure 4 shows the internal functioning of map-reduce task at data nodes. In map-reduce computing model, two functions are used i.e. map function and reduce function. Both these functions are written by users according to their requirement.

![Figure 4: Internal Functioning of Map-Reduce at Data Node](image)

The map function is used to process key-value pair and generates intermediate results and send them to reduce function. Reduce function further condense the values into a smaller set. Programmers find these functions easy to use because they do not need to know the parallel and distributed system. Google's cluster uses more than thousand map reduce jobs per day. The description of each phase is given in table1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Name of Phase</th>
<th>Description of The Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>InputFormat</td>
<td>InputFormat determines how the files are parsed into the MapReduce pipeline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Split Phase</td>
<td>In this phase, the input data is divided into input splits based on the InputFormat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Map Phase (Mappers)</td>
<td>This phase transforms the input splits into key/value pairs based on user-defined code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Shuffle &amp; Sort</td>
<td>This phase moves map outputs to the reducers and sort them by the key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Reduce Phase (Reducers)</td>
<td>This phase aggregates key/value pairs based on user-defined code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>OutputFormat</td>
<td>OutputFormat determines how the results are written to the output directory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. HIVE**

Facebook is the originator of Hive. But Apache Software Foundation developed it further as open source software under the name Apache Hive. Apache Hive first brought SQL to Hadoop. It is an application developed for a data warehouse that provides the SQL like interface as well as a relational model. Hive infrastructure is built on the top of Hadoop that help in providing analysis for respective queries. It provides a mechanism to project structure onto the data and query the data using SQL like language called HiveQL. HiveQL is pretty much like SQL. Besides common SQL features (WHERE, HAVING, JOIN, GROUP BY, SORT BY etc.), HiveQL also have extensions such as TABLESAMPLE, LATERAL VIEW, OVER etc. Hive translates its own dialect of SQL (HiveQL) queries to a directed acyclic graph of map reduce jobs. Hive uses map reduce and HDFS for processing and storage/retrieval of data. Hive requires users to provide schema, storage format (optional) and serializer/deserializer (SerDe) while creating a table. All this information is saved in the metadata repository and is used whenever the table is referenced. Like any database management system (DBMS), one can run Hive queries from a command line interface (known as the Hive shell), from a Java Database Connectivity (JDBC), Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) or from Web UI (User Interface) as shown in Fig. 5.
V. PIG

Pig is a platform for designing data flows for ETL processing and analysis of large datasets by generating Map-Reduce jobs. Pig Latin is the programming language for Pig. It gives data manipulation operations, like joining, grouping and filtering. This high-level language allows developers to use HDFS data without writing complex Map-Reduce tasks. The Pig Latin scripting language is not only a higher-level data flow language but also has operators similar to SQL that are translated into a series of map and reduce functions. Pig Latin is designed to fill the gap between the declarative style of SQL and the low-level procedural style of Map-Reduce. Figure 6 shows the architecture of Pig. Table 2 shows the description of components of Apache Pig.

![Hive Architecture](image)

**Figure 5: Hive Architecture**

![Pig Architecture](image)

**Figure 6: Pig Architecture**
Table 2: Description of Components of Apache Pig

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Name of Component</th>
<th>Function of The Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Parser</td>
<td>Initially the Pig Scripts are handled by the Parser. It checks the syntax of the script, does type checking, and other miscellaneous checks. The output of the parser will be a DAG (directed acyclic graph).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Optimizer</td>
<td>DAG is passed to the logical optimizer, which carries out the logical optimizations such as projection and pushdown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td>The compiler compiles the optimized logical plan into a series of Map-Reduce jobs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Execution Engine</td>
<td>Map-Reduce jobs are submitted to Hadoop in a sorted order. Finally, these Map-Reduce jobs are executed on Hadoop producing the desired results.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

Hadoop Ecosystem contains Hadoop, HDFS, Map-Reduce, Pig, Hive and some other high level language tools. Hadoop is data warehouse solution which stores data in petabytes and carries out advanced analytics on the datasets. It is better suitable for offline batch processing. Its two major modules Map-Reduce (for processing) paradigm and Hadoop Distributed File System (for storage) have been explained in this paper. Hive and Pig are high level language tools which use HDFS for data processing. They provide custom code for implementing Map-Reduce thus making user job pretty easier. Their architecture has been explained in this paper. Hadoop Ecosystem seems to be the most useful tool to cater the needs of future analytical requirement.
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